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Since its founding in 1991, the Southwest Michigan 
Land Conservancy (“SWMLC” or “the Conservancy”) 
has worked toward its mission to conserve the scenic 
and ecologically important landscapes that give the 
Southwest Michigan region its natural character — 
now and for generations to come. 

SWMLC envisions a Southwest Michigan that is 
environmentally healthy, economically vibrant, and 
naturally beautiful. In pursuit of that vision, SWMLC 
seeks to:  

• Safeguard natural areas, open spaces and 
waterways through gifts, land purchases, and 
conservation easements; 

• Strategically select properties based on their 
distinct ecological features and the value 
they provide as agricultural land and wildlife 
habitat; 

• Encourage broad public participation in 
conservation through a non-partisan, non-
adversarial approach to land protection; 

• Promote a healthy vision of community where 
people from diverse backgrounds can benefit 
from the restorative powers of nature; 

• Provide places where people from diverse 
backgrounds can recreate, reflect, restore 
habitat, and grow in their knowledge and love 
of the natural world. 

ABOUT SOUTHWEST MICHIGAN LAND 
CONSERVANCY 
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To date, SWMLC has worked to protect nearly 20,000 acres of dunes, wetlands, 
forests, savannas, prairies, farms, and vineyards that comprise the unique 
landscape of Southwest Michigan. Currently, the Conservancy owns 51 preserves, 
many of which are open to the public for recreational use. It also holds 106 
conservation easements on private properties that further ensure conservation of 
natural lands and open space.  

A recipient of the National Land Trust Excellence Award from the Land Trust 
Alliance, SWMLC is recognized for its leadership in conservation and for its 
collaborative approach and breadth of work in stewardship and conservation 
planning. In addition, SWMLC achieved land trust accreditation, a milestone 
accomplishment, by meeting the highest national standards for excellence and 
conservation performance. 
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Tackling Climate Change Through Land 
Conservation:  
In the wake of the rapidly increasing effects of climate 
change and the recognition for the urgent need to 
respond, land stewardship is gaining ground.  

Land conservation fights climate change through carbon 
sequestration, preventing significant greenhouse gas 
emissions, providing habitats for plants and wildlife, and 
building communities resilient to the effects of climate 
change. 

In addition to gaining momentum at the grassroots and 
local levels, support for advancing climate solutions is 
also gaining substantial traction at the federal level. The 
Inflation Reduction Act passed in August 2022 includes 
a significant investment in conservation programs, in 
recognition of the essential role land conservation can 
and should play in addressing climate change. 

Looking Ahead: 
Having recently celebrated its 30th anniversary, SWMLC is 
poised for an exciting and transformational next chapter. 

Building on its stellar reputation as a regional leader in 
conservation, and successes to date, the Board has begun 
the process of imagining all that SWMLC can accomplish 
in its next chapter, with an eye toward thoughtful growth 
in support of maximizing impact.  

LEARN MORE:
swmlc.org
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ABOUT SOUTHWEST MICHIGAN 
The Southwest Michigan Land Conservancy extends across 9 counties, including: Allegan, 
Barry, Berrien, Branch, Cass, Calhoun, Kalamazoo, St Joseph, and Van Buren counties. 

With just under 1 million people residing in Southwest Michigan, the region provides the 
attractions of a much larger metropolitan area, while maintaining a low cost of living. Known 
for quaint beach-towns and miles of sandy beaches, the opportunities to enjoy the best of 
the Lake Michigan shoreline are endless. The region boasts outdoor recreation, vibrant arts 
& entertainment options, a flourishing food scene, museums & attractions, family-friendly 
attractions, and more. A two-hour drive from both Chicago and Detroit, the region also offers 
easy access to major urban areas.   

SWMLC is based in Kalamazoo, which was named as one of the ‘Top 100 Best Places to Live’ in 
2022.  Learn more at Discover Kalamazoo.
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THE OPPORTUNITY
Southwest Michigan Land Conservancy is seeking a dynamic, visionary, ambitious, 
and collaborative leader to serve as its next Executive Director. This executive will 
build on a strong foundation and elevate the organization in its next chapter.  

Key responsibilities of the Executive Director include, among others: 

• Reporting directly to the Board, the Executive 
Director will lead overall strategic, operational, 
financial, and managerial responsibility for 
SWMLC including oversight of an annual budget 
of ~$2 million (~$1M capital; ~$1M operating) 
and a committed staff of 9.  

• In partnership with the Board, staff, and other 
key constituents, lead the development and 
implementation of SWMLC’s next Strategic 
Plan, including clear and measurable goals for 
the organization’s success. 

• Develop a clear vision and plan to ensure 
SWMLC can uphold its obligations in stewarding 
and defending the lands it has already 
protected, and those to come. 

• Cultivate donor base (both conservation 
easement and financial donors) through regular 
contacts with key supporters and constituents. 

• Oversee the enhancement of policies, 
procedures, and infrastructure to support the 
existing operations and enable thoughtful and 
sustainable growth.  

• Actively engage and energize the organization’s 
external constituents, in partnership with 
the Board to garner new opportunities for 
generating strategic alliances and contributed 
revenue. 
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• Advocate on behalf of SWMLC and help educate the public about land 
conservation. 

• Solidify the role and reputation of SWMLC as the leading organization, go-to 
resource, and central hub of conservation in Southwest Michigan. 

• Enhance, maintain, and instill a strong culture of trust, high performance, and 
continuous learning within the organization.  

• Liaison with community groups, land trusts in Michigan and nationwide, and with 
other groups interested in land and resource management.  

• Bring leadership and commitment to the Conservancy’s diversity, equity, and 
inclusion objectives. 

• Ensure that the work of SWMLC complies with all federal and state laws and 
regulations and is in conformance with the organization’s by-laws and the 
directives set forth by the Board, retaining the highest ethical standards. 
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While it is understood that no candidate will offer every desired skill, quality, and characteristic, 
the following offers a detailed, aspirational view of the ideal candidate profile: 

A STRATEGIC & TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADER  

The Executive Director will: 

• Be a ‘big picture thinker,’ able to develop clear plans for intentional, healthy, and 
sustainable growth.  

• Be skilled at effectively leading through periods of change, with the ability to make tough 
decisions.  

• Have the ability to successfully orchestrate strategic processes and lead a team to execute 
on organizational goals, ensuring accountability and high standards for deliverables. 

• Bring business acumen, with an understanding of the importance of effective operational 
and financial administration, implementing the best of nonprofit management practices 
and ensuring the day-to-day operations are aligned with strategic goals. 

• Be proactive by nature, instinctively thinking ahead to identify solutions to potential 
challenges.  

CANDIDATE PROFILE
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AN EFFECTIVE AMBASSADOR & LEADER IN 
DEVELOPMENT 

The Executive Director will: 

• Have the ability to enthusiastically convey the importance 
of SWMLC’s work to existing and potential new funding 
sources including foundations and major donors. 

• Bring a creative approach to further diversify funding 
streams, and an ability to tap new federal resources in 
support of the Conservancy’s mission. 

• Proactively seek out opportunities to increase the 
Conservancy’s impact, reputation, and profile locally, 
regionally, and beyond. 

• Enjoy and excel at the external aspects of the role, 
serving as the ‘face’ of and primary ambassador for the 
organization. 

A STRONG RELATIONSHIP BUILDER & 
COLLABORATOR  

The Executive Director will: 

• Be politically savvy, with a genuine interest in developing strong relationships with 
a breadth of constituents across the nine counties the Conservancy serves, with a 
deep respect for the nuances of each individual community.  

• Be a persuasive communicator with the ability to engage diverse constituents to 
foster an atmosphere of collaboration, partnership, and trust. 

• Naturally seek out partnerships and build coalitions to advance SWMLC’s mission 
and strategic priorities.  

• Have a strong understanding of the importance of enhancing relationships with 
key internal and external stakeholders including Board members, staff, donors, 
volunteers, partners, local and state government, and other allies. 

• Be confident yet humble, with a strong desire to embrace the region and culture, 
ambitious to accomplish great outcomes while sharing the credit broadly with all 
involved. 
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A STRONG & INSPIRATIONAL PEOPLE LEADER 

The Executive Director will: 

• Be an inspiring, humble, authentic, approachable, empowering, and
inclusive leader.

• Be a ‘player-coach,’ with the ability to attract, cultivate, and retain
talented teams and achieve organizational impact by recognizing and
leveraging individual strengths, expertise, and teamwork.

• Develop a powerful sense of shared purpose and engagement in the
future of the Conservancy and the possibilities ahead.

• Enjoy leading and developing talented teams, keeping in mind
individual and team growth in addition to succession planning for
the Conservancy.

• Demonstrate a high level of emotional intelligence with an ability to
build trust and credibility with others.
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A PASSION FOR THE MISSION & COMMITMENT TO 
SOUTHWEST MICHIGAN  

The Executive Director will: 

• Bring a sincere passion for SWMLC’s mission and a belief in its future 
and impact.  

• Have a genuine appreciation for the environment and open spaces, and 
a sense of urgency to rise to the occasion and advance SWMLC’s work.  

• Be deeply community focused; energized by the opportunity to serve 
as a positive presence and engage with and expand a diverse set of 
constituents and to bring the benefits of nature to more people.  

• Be an individual of unquestioned integrity, ethics, and values — 
someone who can be trusted without reservation. 
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COMPENSATION & BENEFITS
Salary for the role is currently anticipated to range from $120,000 to $140,000, 
commensurate with experience, with a generous benefits package. 
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About Koya Partners

Koya Partners, a part of Diversified Search Group, is a leading executive search and strategic advising firm dedicated to 
connecting exceptionally talented people with mission-driven clients. Our founding philosophy—The Right Person in 
the Right Place Can Change the World—guides our work as we partner with nonprofits & NGOs, institutions of higher 
education, responsible businesses, and social enterprises in local communities and around the world. 

For more information about Koya Partners, visit www.koyapartners.com.

Koya Partners, the executive search firm that specializes in mission-driven search, has 
been exclusively retained for this engagement. Cheryl Stevens, Claire Hunt, and Liam 
Gibbs are leading this search. To make recommendations or to express interest in this 
role please email swmlc_ed@koyapartners.com  

All nominations, inquiries and discussions will be considered strictly confidential.  

Koya Partners is committed to providing an accessible search process for all, including 
individuals living with disabilities. If you need assistance expressing interest online or any 
aspect of the recruitment process, please email swmlc_ed@koyapartners.com. 

Southwest Michigan Land Conservancy is an equal opportunity employer and strongly 
encourages expressions of interest from people of color, individuals living with disabilities, 
women and LGBTQ+ leaders. 

CONTACT
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